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Problem Solving

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to this presentation on problem solving- Over the next 30 minutes we’ll work on your skills by looking at some fun activities and work together to complete the tasks. 
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Transferable Skills

I am a really 
good leader!!! 

‘I have excellent leadership skills, demonstrated 
when I successfully managed a small team of 
individuals on a three day hike for a charity 
event.’ 

‘I have great leadership skills’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transferable skills, are qualities that can be transferred from one job to another or one situation to another. You likely already possess many transferable skills employers want, like organization or strong communication. Can you name some other skills for me please?Communicationproblem solvingTeamworkLeadershipTime ManagementListening Problem solving is a transferable skills and something you’ll use in daily life which is why it’s important to understand the skills you currently have and to work on improving them. Talk through the examples and why its important to demonstrate the skill you are talking about. 



Problem Solving

What is it?

Why is so important?

What is Problem Solving?

Give us some examples of 
problems you have 

encountered!

Problem Solving

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is problem solving? Can you give me some examples of problems you may have faced. Make them aware that it’s not just big problems but also small problems that are important too. Such as; in sports, football, netball etc or in school, with siblings or friends. It’s the process of finding solutions to difficult or complex issues.It involves being able to identify and define the problem, generating alternative solutions, evaluating and selecting the best alternative, and implementing the selected solution.



• Problems: theoretical, logistical, academic, personal, every day – big to small, they will 
crop up however well you plan!

• Anticipating problems and the ability to think round them ensures smooth solutions

• Makes your life easier and less stressful!

• Being good at problem solving expands your mind

• There are easy ways of solving problems and ways                                                           
that make things even more complicated!

• Team work is crucial in problem solving

Problem Solving

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk through points on slide



Research

Preventing 
the problem 

recurring

Brainstorming

Breaking down a 
problem into smaller, 

solvable problems

Trial and 
error

Pros and Cons Lists
Analysing 
the root 
cause

How Might You Go About Solving Problems?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an animated slide so just click through and talk about each one



• We are going to give you some situations you 
might find yourself in

• Each card has a problem that might occur as a 
first year university student

• Think of how you would solve the problem

• Then feedback to the group!

Activity 1: Problems at University

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10 minutes 



A farmer has a fox, a chicken, and a bag of corn.

He wants to cross a river, but his boat will hold only one item beside himself.

He cannot leave the fox with the chicken, or the chicken with the corn.
How can he get all THREE across the river?

Activity 2: Brain Ache
Scenario

• Pay attention to the rules

• Work in small groups to figure out how everyone can 
cross the river in the least number of moves

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity 10 mins5 mins to discuss and 5 mins to feedback 



Cross the River

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The man and the chicken cross the river, (the fox and corn are safe together), he leaves the chicken on the other side and goes back across.The man then takes the fox across the river, and since he can't leave the fox and chicken together, he brings the chicken back.Again, since the chicken and corn can't be left together, he leaves the chicken and he takes the corn across and leaves it with the fox.He then returns to pick up the chicken and heads across the river one last time.



• Imagine you are going on a round the world trip 
to the               Sahara desert, the Amazon 
rainforest and the Arctic circle

• You have a £200 budget to spend on items from 
the pricelist

• Choose your items wisely – you’ll need to pick 
things that will be of use in each of the three 
environments

Activity 3: Three’s Company

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10-15 mins 
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Item Cost
Raincoat £100

Scarf £25
Sun cream £25
Penknife £20

Sleeping Bag £50
Machete £60

Sleigh Reins £100
Sun glasses £20
Binoculars £25

Torch £10
Mosquito Net £40

Kettle £40
Hiking Boots £80

Compass £5
Hammer and nails £10
2 pocket mirrors £10

Ski poles £30
Matches £5

World map £6
Phone £60

Climbing Rope + Harness £50
GPS £150

Plasters £10
Scissors £10

Pain killers £5
Ipod £150

Calendar £5
Gas Stove £80

Tent £80
Blanket £15
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what you will need to survive all 3 places and the cost to all of them 



• Problem solving is often about creative thinking

• There are techniques you can use to help solve problems 
such as trial and error, brainstorming, research etc

• ...but the best problem solving training comes from solving 
real life situations which you should now be more 
prepared for!

In Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good problem solvers are good thinkers, by being able to identify the problem prioritize and think creatively about a solution and then, implement a solution you will be able to successful solve any problem. You don’t have to get it right first time but the act 
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